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Abstract. Archiving of image data often requires a suitable data reduc-
tion to minimise the memory requirements. However, these compression
procedures entail compression artefacts, which make machine processing
of the captured documents more difficult and reduce subjective image
quality for the human viewer. A method is presented which can reduce
the occurring compression artefacts. The corrected image yields as out-
put of an auto-associative memory that is controlled by a Self-Organising
Map (SOM).

1 Introduction

Standard image compression algorithms do not consider the image content for
the selection of compression parameters. Often, the user has to do experiments
with the compression parameters until his requirements are met. We propose a
system for the correction of compression artefacts based on an associative mem-
ory that is improved by a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) controlling its parameters
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. SOM-controlled associative memory

The JPEG procedure (Joint Photographic Expert Group) [2,3] is typical
for lossy image compression and an inherent part of image capturing devices
such as scanners or digital cameras often implemented in integrated circuits.
The classical block-based JPEG procedure formed therefore the basis of our
fundamental investigations, but the main ideas of our approach can be applied
also to the wavelet-based methods of JPEG 2000. The examples are on the basis
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of gray-value images in order to simplify the explanations. The same method can
be applied to each component of color images, of course. Consideration of the
coupling of the basis colors can improve the results but is not further explained
in this paper.

Different approaches exist to describe image degradation [11]. Often, the de-
viation of the considered and the error-free reference image is assessed by the
sum or mean of error squares (or the square root of it: root mean square, RMS)
as a quantitative measure. Also the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the mean
absolute difference (MAD) are important criterions. The integrating property of
these criteria is a serious drawback and the subjective evaluation of an image of-
ten deviates from such simple measures. Subjective assessment of image quality
depends strongly on the assessing group of persons [11]. In order to reduce the
compression artefacts generated by JPEG compression, different solutions have
been examined. The quantitative error measure for all investigated approaches
has been the sum of error squares. This avoids expensive interviews for a subjec-
tive evaluation and the results are easier to be compared. In most cases, a lower
quadratic error leads to a better subjective image quality.

An important assumption in our approach is that images of a certain im-
age content can be assigned to classes of images. The variability of an image
is limited in many typical cases such as text documents, cheque forms, traffic
scenes, nature images etc. Internal coherences exist in the images of an image
class, which should be generally exploited for redundancy reduction. This way,
the compression procedure is optimised depending on the particular image class.
The application of a procedure with well defined parameters for a particular
image class to a different (dissimilar) image class can therefore lead to poor re-
sults. An image-class-dependent correction seems to be a promising approach to
compensate the loss of information caused by image compression. The missing
information on the coherences within an image class is recalled from an associa-
tive memory after the decompression. This way, the compression artefacts are
to be reduced.

2 An Auto-associative Recall for Compressed Image
Blocks

At first we describe the function of the associative memory. It is applied to the
degraded archive images of a certain class. To consider calculation resources and
the typical structure of JPEG we have designed associative memories according
to image blocks of 8 by 8 pixels. For the k-th block of an image yields

Ok =




bIN1,k
bIN9,k

· · · bIN57,k

bIN2,k
bIN10,k

· · · bIN58,k

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bIN8,k

bIN16,k
· · · bIN64,k


 ; Rk =




bJPG1,k
bJPG9,k

· · · bJPG57,k

bJPG2,k
bJPG10,k

· · · bJPG58,k

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bJPG8,k

bJPG16,k
· · · bJPG64,k


 (1)

where Ok is the original image block and Rk the resulting block after compres-
sion/decompression with bIN1...64,k

and bJPG1...64,k
being the 8 ∗ 8 gray values of
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the k-th image blocks. The gray values are numbered column-wise obtaining the
vectorized original and compressed/decompressed images, respectively:

BIN =




bIN1,1 .. bIN1,k
.. bIN1,K

bIN2,1 .. bIN2,k
.. bIN2,K

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bIN64,1 . . . . . . . . . bIN64,K


 ; BJPG =




bJPG1,1 .. bJPG1,k
.. bJPG1,k

bJPG2,1 .. bJPG2,k
.. bJPG2,K

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bJPG64,1 . . . . . . . . . . . bJPG64,K


 .

(2)
These K blocks can originate from the same image or from different images but
their contents should possess similar properties to fulfil the desired requirement
to represent a certain image class. The selection of suitable sample blocks pre-
senting prototypes of the defined image class is crucial for a good correction.
Different strategies to determine the sample blocks have been therefore investi-
gated. For the description of the associative memory approach, we will now use
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Associative memory for the correction of compression artefacts

Investigations on real image data showed that the relationships between an
original and a decompressed image can be approximately described by a set of lin-
ear equations. This holds, of course, especially for image classes that are charac-
terized by certain statistic properties. The process of compression/decompression
(CODEC) can therefore be approximated by a system matrix U for a mathe-
matically simple description (see Fig. 2a). Assuming an approximately linear
transfer behaviour of the CODEC, the elements of U can be determined by
minimisation of the error squares for a test data set. The number of samples
must be greater than the number of pixels in the image block. This corresponds
to the determination of the pseudo inverse [8,4]:

U = BJPGBIN
T

(
BINBIN

T
)−1

. (3)

We are looking for a correcting system C that compensates the influences
caused by U as far as possible. This means that our aim is to approximate B̃IN
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by BIN . Such systems can be considered as auto-associative memories. The
investigation of the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix U resulted in a certain
number of eigenvalues with a value zero or close to zero. Here, a direct relation-
ship to the lossy data compression exists where higher frequency components
are also often weighted less (reduced code length of JPEG for coefficients of
higher frequency components). More eigenvalues of U are close to zero with in-
creasing compression rate (lower quality). The relation between number of zero
values at higher frequencies and the compression rate is almost linear. This ob-
served behaviour motivates a the scheme of classical auto-associative memory
[1] according to Fig. 2b that is abel to store a-priori knowledge on the image
contents. The determination of Φ for a certain data set can be considered as a
training that approximates B̃IN by BIN (auto-association). The training of the
auto-associative system can be expressed by

B̃IN = ΦΦT BIN → BIN (4)

with a residual error caused by the interpolating behaviour and

B̃IN =
∑

ν
aνϕν = Φa (5)

with ϕν being the ν-th line of Φ and aν the ν-th dimension-reduced signal. The
mean square error between B̃IN and BIN has to be minimized for each length of
vector a. An eigenvalue problem results when considering the data of an image
class (assuming the number of samples in the data set of this image class is much
greater than one) as follows:

BINBIN
T Φ = ΛΦ. (6)

The transformation matrix Φ is calculated by the solution of the eigenvalue
problem [4,6]. The matrix Λ contains the eigenvalues of BINBIN

T in the main
diagonal. This dimension reduction is crucial for the overall system because it
stands for the inherent a-priori knowledge that is stored in Φ.The corrected image
is recalled from the left part of the associative memory (b) by the Karhunen
Loève coefficients a.

Because the CODEC produces image data a transfer matrix T producing
vector a (Fig. 2b) is separated from ΦT . The behaviour of the eigenvalues of
U (increasing compression → fewer eigenvalues �= 0) leads to the conclusion
that the first part of the auto-associative memory (Fig. 2b,can be considered
as forward transform) models the process of compression/decompression if the
length of vector a is limited in (Fig. 2c). The same holds for the correcting
system C consisting of T and Φ.

BJPG = UBIN models the compression/decompression approximation by
the associative memory and from Fig. 2c follows B̃IN = ΦTBJPG. This leads to
T = U−1ΦT , with U−1 being the Moore-Penrose inverse [4] and to the resulting
correction matrix

C = TΦ =
(
U−1ΦT

)
Φ. (7)
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3 An SOM for Image Block Classification

A further improvement of the results of correction can be expected if special
transformation matrices Φ and T are determined according to each single image
class. An automatic and adaptive classification is desirable. Artificial neural
networks are well known and suitable for classification tasks.

Because a direct learning target for the image blocks and the centre of gravity
of the classes is hard to define, a SOM seems to be appropriate for this appli-
cation. The SOM was suggested and developed by Kohonen in the early ’80s [5]
and was then established as powerful and adaptive tool for clustering and visu-
alization [10]. It belongs to the group of unsupervised trained artificial neural
networks with a close relationship to biological signal processing [7]. Due to its
inherent properties and biological origin the SOM seems to be predestined to be
implemented in the complex image processing system described in this paper.

…

input layer

Kohonen layer

neuron with neighbourhood representing an image class

neuron with

weight vector

1 64

8x8 Blocks of Grey Levels

N

M

Fig. 3. Scheme of the SOM for the creation of image block classes

It performs an ordered non-linear mapping of high-dimensional input data
onto a usually two-dimensional rectangular grid of neurons. This reduction of
the dimensionality is characterised by an abstraction to important properties
contained in the input data. At the same time insignificant information is reduced
or even removed. The SOM generally allocates more neurons for inputs that
occur more frequently in the input space (magnification factor). This improves
the local resolution in these areas. This way the resources, in other words the
usage of neurons available for the input data representation, are optimised during
the training phase of the network. This is very similar to biological brain maps
where for instance in the visual cortexa a larger cortical area is allocated for
frequently presented observations.

Due to its topology preservation, the SOM, unlike many other clustering al-
gorithms, keeps similarities of the input data by transforming these into neigh-
bourhood relations of the organized map (Fig. 3). In this organzing phase each
neuron matures to a prototype for a particular (sub-)cluster by adapting its
own properties (weight vector) to those of a group of similar or identical input
patterns (input vectors) by using a simple similarity criterion. A neighbourhood
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Fig. 4. SOM-controlled correction of the compression artefacts
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Fig. 5. Error reduction on the basis of example images without SOM

function works in such a way that neurons situated close to each other on the
map are representing similar properties. In our case the input layer of the SOM
is provided by the pixels of the image block. For each input one of the M ∗ N
output neurons - the winner neuron - defines the represented image class. Fig. 4
shows the interaction of the SOM with the CODEC providing its input and the
parameter sets Cs of the auto-associative memory to be activated by the win-
ning neuron. For each block class, 1 · · · s · · ·M ∗ N , a parameter set Φs for the
associative memory is calculated by solving the eigenvalue problems and similar
to the former considerations (see Eq. 2) yields for each block class s:

Cs =
(
U s

−1Φs
T
)

Φs. (8)

4 Results

On the basis of three example images the results of the reduction of the compres-
sion errors (method of section 2, without SOM) are represented in the following
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Fig. 5. The compression error can be reduced by approximately 20 % depending
upon the image content and the quality factor or the compression rate can be
approximately increased by 25 % without rising up the compression error.

The proposed procedure for the reduction of the compression artefacts has
positive effects on further automatic processing of the images. In order to obtain
further improvements for the human viewer, other criteria must be additionally
included in the selected error measure. The positive effect of reduced compression
errors for further automatic processing can be demonstrated by the example
of the text recognition. The recognition error can be reduced up to 48 % at
higher compression rates (quality factor less than 10). Typical image classes are
classified by the SOM. Block-dependent image classes are obtained and the above
described method can be applied with varying parameter sets to the associative
memory.
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Fig. 6 shows a training result of the SOM for the example images of Fig.4.
The classifying neurons are well distributed. This is an indication th at the SOM
is of reasonable size.

Fig. 7 shows the gain of quality by introducing the classifying SOM for the
correcting system. With the varying parameter set for the associative memory,
the error reduces by about 20 · · · 30% for the gray tone images and up to 90
% for the text image. For simplification of the complex diagram, only relative
compressions errors are indicated.

5 Conclusion

A system for compensation of compression errors by an associative memory
has been presented. The performance has been increased considering the image
(or block) content introducing a neural network based classification system - a
SOM. The SOM enables us to apply the same correcting system to different types
of image and also to images with strongly varying image content (for example
mixture of text and photographs). The number of different parameter sets needed
for correction is equal to the number of neurons in the SOM or the number
of introduced image classes. [9] proposes an SOM as a compression scheme as
an alternative to vector quantization directly generating the codewords. This
interesting approach for compression with an SOM could also be completed with
an SOM controlled associative memory as proposed in this paper. Depending on
the codeword the associative memory is recalled with different parameter sets.
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